
 

Terms and Conditions for the Wild about Reading Treasure Hunt 2020 

 

1. The Treasure Hunt will close at 23:59 on November 30th 2020. Any entries 
received after this date will not be accepted.  

2. Competition entries may be used by BBOWT for marketing purposes. In 
submitting an entry you give BBOWT permission to share your entry to our 

website, social media platforms or other marketing materials without prior 
notice to you.  

3. The winners will be drawn at random from those who answered correctly at 
each location. There will be a prize awarded at each location. Anyone visiting 

five or more locations and entering the correct answer for all questions will be 
put into a draw for an overall prize. 

4. We aim to inform all winners within 21 days of the closing date. You will be 

emailed to arrange the address for postage of your prize, by entering the 
competition you agree that you may be contacted about the prize draw and 
give your permission to be contacted on the subject. 

5. The prizes available, one each location of the treasure trail are wildlife 

explorer kits. To help you engage with wildlife on your patch. These may 
include Wildlife Top Trumps card games, a bird box, bird/butterfly ID guides, 

Nature explorers kit, bug pot, magnifying glass, flower seeds. Each prize may 
vary in the assortment of each of these. The overall prize is a family (upto 6ppl) 

boat cruise around the waterways of Reading. 

6. Prizes are subject to availability. If, in circumstances beyond our control, we 

are unable to provide the stated prize, we will try to arrange an alternative 
prize of a similar value. No cash alternative will be offered.  

7. BBOWT reserves the right to cancel the competition at any time, if deemed 
necessary or if circumstances arise outside the Trust’s control (e.g. COVID 19 
restrictions). 

If you have any questions about the treasure trail please email us at: 
events@bbowt.org.uk 


